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Input: Output:

● Set-valued output (unlike: [Kollar et al., 2010] [Tellex et al., 2011])

● No a priori knowledge base (unlike: [Zelle & Mooney 1996] [Zettlemoyer 
& Collins 2005] [Chen & Mooney, 2008,2011] [Liang et al., 2011])

● Relational language (unlike: [Matuszek et al., 2012])
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[Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005]
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LSP in Math
Evaluation
(deterministic)

PerceptionParsing

λx.∃y.mug(x)∧left(x,y)
  ∧monitor(y)
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Per-predicate classifiers:
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Weakly-Supervised 
Training
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Parameter Estimation
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Parameter Estimation

Perception Update:

Best prediction
for input

Best explanation
for correct answer

"There's a mug to the 
left of the monitor"

mug mug
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Data sets

"A blue colored coffee 
mug is placed 
 very near to the 
computer on the table."

Scene

(15 images, 284 natural 
language descriptions)

GeoQA

"What cities are east of 
Greensboro in North 
Carolina?"

(10 environments, 263 
natural language questions)

RA
(Raleigh)
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Results (Scene)

0 rel  1 rel   other   total
cats + rels weak 0.89  0.77   0.16   0.67
cats only  weak 0.94  0.45   0.20   0.51
cats + rels full 0.89  0.81   0.20   0.70
random 0.06  0.06   0.06   0.06
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Results (GeoQA)
"what cities are 
there?"

"what states are 
south of north 
carolina?"

"what city is in 
eastern Tennessee?"

0 rel  1 rel   other   total
cats + rels weak 0.64  0.58   0.21   0.51
cats only  weak 0.22  0.12   0.07   0.17
cats + rels full 0.64  0.53   0.21   0.48
random 0.01  0.01   0.01   0.01



Contributions
● Logical Semantics with Perception (LSP)

● Weakly-supervised training procedure

● Data available online:
http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/tacl2013_lsp/





● Category Features

● Relation Features

(       )

Grounding Features

(       ,        )

Histogram of 
Oriented Gradients,
Color Histogram

Spatial relation 
features


